Racing SA Ltd
Stipendiary Stewards' Report
Report on Race Meeting held at Balaklava
Racecourse by the Balaklava Racing Club on
Wednesday, 8 June 2022

Stewards: M. Zarb (A/Chairman), G. Rudolph (HT) & C. Deakin (F) (Stewards), K. Rayson (Cadet
Steward), A. Deakin & L. Murch (Deputy Stewards), Dr T. Koenig (Veterinary Surgeon).
TRACK: Heavy 8

(Rain affected track that horses will get into)

RAIL: Out 3 metres 950 metres to 450 metres, out 2.5 metres 450 metres to Winning Post, true
remainder.
WEATHER: Showers.
RIDER CHANGES:
Race
6

Horse
MOSCOW MULE

Rider

Replaced By
T. Pannell

Reason
Emergency - notified

-----------------------------------RACE 1: WAYNE HENSON MAIDEN PLATE – 1600 Metres
KING OF AVALON (NZ) (S. Logan) – held up for clear running between the 500 metres and 400
metres behind LIGHTS OF BROADWAY and CHARTIN (NZ).
MILITARY PRESS (D. Caboche) – stood flat footed at the start and lost considerable ground (10
lengths). A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. Trainer, Mr
M. Seyers was advised that the gelding must perform to the Stewards’ satisfaction in an Official
Barrier Trial prior to a future race start.
SEA OF SECRETS (C. Jones) – raced three wide without cover throughout the event.
CHARTIN (NZ) (L. Neindorf) – on entering the straight was bumped by LIGHTS OF BROADWAY
on its inside.
MARDENE (T. Pannell) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and was deemed suitable
to race. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities. Trainer, Mr B. Smart
advised it was his intension to spell MARDENE.
ROSAY MONET (A. Chung) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and bumped LIGHTS OF
BROADWAY.
LIGHTS OF BROADWAY (J. Holder) – bumped at the start by ROSAY MONET. At the entrance to
the straight was held up for clear running, shifted out to improve and bumped CHARTIN (NZ).
PRANCING IBIS (E. Wong) - rider pleaded guilty to a charge under AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that he used
his whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and was reprimanded. In determining
penalty Stewards had regard for the totality of the use of the whip by E. Wong and noted that he
did not use it over the final 100 metres of the event.

RACE 2: BOB LINKE MAIDEN PLATE - 1050 Metres
ANJOPIN (S. Logan) – re-saddled on arrival at the barriers. Shifted out and away from CRACKER
CLUB near the 700 metres and crowded BUBBLE OVER on its outside.
CHICAGO STORM (B. Vorster) – fractious in the barriers. Hung in when placed under pressure in
the straight.
INTO THE FURY (B. Price) – rider reported that on pulling up, the gelding made respiratory noises.
A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
ARCTIC FLORA (E. Annells) – had its tongue-tie adjusted upon arrival at the barriers. Was unable
to obtain clear running from between the 450 metres until near the 300 metres. Lost its near hind
plate during the event.
HUSSLING (A. Livesey) – slow to begin. Had difficulty obtaining clear running in the early part of
the straight and was obliged to shift wider to improve.
BUBBLE OVER (M. Collett) – near the 700 metres had to be steadied away from the heels of
ANJOPIN, which shifted out. Had difficulty obtaining clear running between the 500 metres and
300 metres.
MISS KERMIE (C. Jones) – when questioned in relation to her riding tactics, particularly in the
straight, rider explained that the filly was a little slow to begin and raced greenly in the early
stages. She added MISS KERMIE travelled moderately; however, began to work into the race in
the straight but was still inclined to shift ground when placed under pressure. Ms. Jones further
stated that, in attempting to keep her mount balanced, she was unable to ride it out in her usual
manner.
MONSEAGLE (J. Doyle) – a post-race veterinary examination revealed a slower than normal postrace recovery.
NOTA SINGLE SECRET (A. Jordsjo) – unable to obtain clear running between the 450 metres and
300 metres.
RACE 3: BARRY FLITTER HANDICAP - 1200 Metres
The start of this event was delayed approximately four minutes owing to VENUSIAN being
required to be re-shod before leaving the parade ring.
VENUSIAN (S. Logan) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination on arrival on course as it
had raced within the last seven days and was deemed suitable to start. Prior to leaving the parade
ring the gelding had to be re-shod. Underwent a further pre-race veterinary examination and was
deemed suitable to start. Rider reported that the gelding felt sore. A post-race veterinary
examination revealed no visible abnormalities. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge under
AR132(7)(a)(ii) in that she used her whip on more than five occasions prior to the 100 metres and
was fined $200. In determining penalty Stewards had regard for the totality of the use of the whip
by S. Logan and noted that she used it on four occasions over the final 100 metres of the event.
GOOD APPROACH (A. Jordsjo) – rider reported that the gelding failed to handle today’s track
conditions and stumbled near the 300 metres.
DESERT KNIGHT (C. Murray) – rider reported that the gelding hung out throughout the event.
ZEDUKI (B. Vorster) – crowded, checked and lost ground at the start when JIVE BABY to its
outside shifted out.
JIVE BABY (P. Gatt) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out abruptly and checked ZEDUKI.
CASINO ANGEL (E. Annells) – re-saddled on arrival at the barriers.

RACE 4: PHYLLIS & SHIRLEY O'DEA MEMORIAL HANDICAP – 1400 Metres
JEAN VALJEAN (C. Murray) – when questioned in relation to the tactics in today’s event, the rider
stated that it was not his intention to lead; however, after being caught wide early, he elected to
allow his mount to slide forward to the lead without doing much work.
LONRODEX (A. Jordsjo) - when questioned in relation to the tactics in today’s event, the rider
explained that the gelding was second up from a spell, stepped up in distance, had a more
favourable barrier draw and began well; therefore she was able to be in a more forward position
than its last start.
MANAGE THE CYCLE (A. Chung) – raced very keenly and got its head up in the early and middle
stages of the event.
DAWNBURST (E. Boyd) – when questioned in relation to the filly’s apparent improved
performance, Trainer, Mr J. Frew stated that it raced very keenly at Gawler in its last start and was
unable to obtain cover; however, in today’s event it obtained cover, settled better and performed
as expected.
DR COPPER (J. Maund) – at the entrance to the straight shifted out when not quite clear of
OREGON TRAIL, which had to be eased. Rider was reprimanded under AR131(a) and advised, in
future, to take greater care when shifting ground. Was unable to be fully tested over the
concluding stages of the event when awkwardly placed close to the heels of JEAN VALJEAN and
LONRODEX.
OREGON TRAIL (S. Metcalfe) – at the entrance to the straight had to be eased away from the
heels of DR COPPER, which shifted out.
RACE 5: AUSTIN S CONDON MEMORIAL HANDICAP - 1050 Metres
MAGIC DELTA (T. Pannell) – when questioned in relation to the mare’s performance, rider
explained that it commenced to hang out on entering the straight and then approaching the 250
metres became difficult to ride and shifted out abruptly, as such he was unable to test his mount
out fully over the concluding stages. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible
abnormalities. Trainer, Ms P. Trenwith stated the mare may have resented the tongue tie. Ms
P. Trenwith was advised that the mare must perform to the Stewards’ satisfaction in an Official
Barrier Trial prior to a future race start.
ASHADY PAST (J. Maund) – on jumping away was bumped by TOUGH LASSIE. Rider dropped his
whip near the 300 metres.
RUSTYDUSTYSUNSHINE (C. Jones) – when questioned in relation to her ride in the straight, rider
explained that her mount was finishing off the event nicely; however, she was concerned about
improving into a run between KONG on her outside and HONEY GO LIGHTLY to her inside
because she was of the opinion HONEY GO LIGHTLY was shifting ground slightly and as such she
did not test RUSTYDUSTYSUNSHINE over the concluding 100 metres. After considering all the
evidence, Stewards did not proceed with the matter; however, C. Jones was advised that in future
she is to ride her horses in a manner which is not open to questioning.
TOUGH LASSIE (J. Doyle) – jumped away awkwardly, shifted out and bumped ASHADY PAST.
RACE 6: ROSS MULLIGHAN MEMORIAL HANDICAP – 1600 Metres
MONGOLIAN PRIDE (NZ) (C. Rawiller) - re-saddled on arrival at the barriers.
SILENT DON (B. Price) – shifted in at the start and bumped COMOGLI.
LANCER (A. Chung) – shifted out at the start and bumped COMOGLI.
READY FORA MOET (L. Neindorf) – shifted wider on the track in the early stages of the straight
to obtain a clear run.
APPLIED (J. Holder) – a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

RACE 6: ROSS MULLIGHAN MEMORIAL HANDICAP – 1600 Metres (cont’d)
COMOGLI (S. Callow) – on jumping away was crowded and bumped between MONGOLIAN PRIDE
(NZ) and SILENT DON.
SAWTELL (NZ) (S. Logan) - underwent a pre-race veterinary examination on arrival on course as
it had raced within the last seven days and was deemed suitable to start. Was momentarily held
up on the entrance to the straight and shifted in to improve into a run.
RACE 7: JOHN PEARCE RATING HANDICAP – 1300 Metres
VIVALDI'S QUEST (L. Neindorf) – a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible
abnormalities.
RUN ON (NZ) (J. Doyle) – raced wide without cover throughout the event.
--------------------------------------ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (7):
Race
Race
Race
Race
Race
Race
Race

1 – LIGHTS OF BROADWAY (winner)
2 – CHICAGO STORM (winner)
3 – JIVE BABY (winner)
4 – DAWNBURST (winner)
5 – ASHADY PAST (winner)
6 – SILENT DON (winner)
7 – TOORAK WARRIOR (winner)
---------------------------------------

FINES
SEVERE
REPRIMANDS
REPRIMANDS
SUSPENSIONS
HORSE ACTIONS

ADJOURNED
INQUIRIES
MEDICAL
CLEARANCE

SUMMARY
Race 3 – S. Logan (VENUSIAN) – Fined $200 - AR132(7)(a)(ii) – Whip
offence [+4].
Nil
Race 1 – E. Wong (PRANCING IBIS) – AR132(7)(a)(ii) – Whip offence
[+2].
Race 4 – J. Maund (DR COPPER) – AR131(a) – Careless riding.
Nil
Race 1 - MILITARY PRESS – Suspended - Must perform satisfactory in
Official Barrier Trial prior to a future race start – Stood flat footed at
the start.
Race 5 - MAGIC DELTA - Suspended - Must perform satisfactory in
Official Barrier Trial prior to a future race start – Hung out/difficult to
ride.
Nil
Nil

